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A few general remarks about scientic sofware (I)

➢ Scientic sofware is research data but sofware has uniuue features →
  (scientic) sofware is a tool  implementng an algorithm  in a special environment
➢ Reproducing of research results achieved by sofware reuuires not only the sofware 
  but also the data
➢ Reproducing of research results achieved by sofware reuuires knowledge about the
  used version of the sofware
➢ Reproducing and reuse of sofware presupposes  a special hard- and sofware 
  environment
➢ Reuse of sofware can be done in diferent way by APIs, webservices (as cloud   
  computng) or by development of code 
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A few general remarks about scientic sofware (II)

➢ Sofware is more than code  
(the term sofware stands for an aggregated object consistng of sofware code,  and 
accompanied documents for the human user as documentatons,  tutorials, implementaton 
guides, license  about licenses and usabilty,  dependencies, developers, etc. )

➢ Sofware informaton is distributed on sofware portals, sofware repositories, sofware 
websites, or in publicatons

➢ Scientic sofware development is ofen distributed. 
For that developer platorms have been established, e.g., Git (Github), Maven, etc.

→ reuuirements to sofware informaton and knowledge management must be
     redeined and speciied    
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Needs to Sofware Informaton and Knowledge Management

Needs to Sofware 
Informaton General needs 
to informaton for research 
products: 
accessibility 
citeability
persistency of sofware objects 
and persistent identiers
a few useful metadata 
uuality controland 
Knowledge 
Management

General needs to 
informaton for research 
products: 

➢ accessibility

➢ citeability

➢ persistency of research 
objects and persistent 
identiers

➢ a few useful metadata 

➢ uuality 

Specification for software:
➢ structured information about software products 

and versions
➢ information about licenses and usability of 

software
➢ information about technical environment of 

software 
➢ information how software can be reused: 

(Semantic) APIs, webservices, Open Source 
code

➢ scientific background: algorithms, models
➢ acceptance and use cases 
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➢ The current information services for scientific software are fragmented (see, e.g., 
software repositories, or Wikipedia lists for special fields of software) and use 
proprietary standards, e.g., for citation.

But
➢ there is a broad discussion about standards reflecting the increasing role of scientific 

software (FORCE11, RDA, Software Sustainability Institute)
A concrete result: `Software Citation Principles’ 
(Implementation of the Software Citation Principles is under work)

➢ Next question: How can we build up an useful and efficient information and 
knowledge management system for scientific software?  
 

State of the art



A distributed system for scientic sofware

➢ The initial situation: Various resources  (e.g., git sources, software websites, 
software repostories, publications, etc. ) provide different information about it.    

➢ A cooperative distributed system would be the best solution. 
➢ Therefore we need standards and standardization and new services, 

e.g., for long-term archiving of software. 
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The swMATH approach

➢ swMATH is a node in such a distributed system and a (general) portal for 
(mathematical) software.

➢ A short overview about the swMATH concepts and features:

The first concept: 
The publication-based approach

This means: 
➢ Identification of software citations in “publications” (by heuristic means),

sources:
➢ zbMATH, 
➢ arXiv, 
➢ software journals
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The next step

➢ Extraction and analysis of software information in the publications 
                                 

Publications  citing a software

Publicatons with sofware 
as subject
(describe the problems which 
can be solved with a sofware)

Publicatons which cite 
sofware as tool 
(provide informaton about 
acceptance and use cases of a 
sofware)
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Problems of the publicaton-based approach: Identicaton

➢ Identification of software citations is done by heuristic means because 
software citations in publications are heterogeneous  and often
sparse:

➢ Software citations refer to different objects, 
especially publications, documentation, websites, etc.

➢ Often citations contain 
not more than the name of the software,
no information about the version used.
In other words, typically software citations refer to only to software 
products or software container.
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The sofware proiles in swMATH

    By an analysis of software citation in publications we get:
➢ title 
➢ description (abstract)
➢ (weighted list of) keywords 

(weights result from the frequency of keywords)
➢ classification of mathematical subjects and application areas 

(corresponding to the Mathematical Subject Classification)
➢ citation and usage profile 

(frequency of citations of a software per year)
➢ similar software 

(by counting the common references of a software in citations, Google’s page rank is under 
implementation) 

➢ list of publications citing a software  
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Adding informaton to swMATH pages from other resources

Enrichment of information by non-publication resources, especially 
➢ the website of a software, 
➢ repositories (CRAN), 
➢ and Internet Archive/Tempas

in detail:
➢ searching for a website of a software (by a Google search)
➢ looking for versions of the software in the Internet Archive or repositories
➢ analysis, structuring, and combining the additional information with the existing 

information     
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Links to versions
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Sofware Citatons Implementaton: Standard TeX encoding 

BibTeX standard
BibLaTeX &Biber doesn’t support the type sofware

You have to use the  `misc’ type
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Sofware Citatons Implementaton: Customized TeX encoding 

BibTeX extension:

Deiniton of new types 
● sofware
● sofware versions
and the corresponding ields

The new types and the output must be deined in the iles
● sofware.bbx
● sofware.cbx
● sofware.dbx 

(local extensions)
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Final remarks 

Sofware informaton comes from various sources, especially from the developers and users 
of the sofware.
A distributed informaton system which provides links and access to all relevant informaton 
about a sofware would be useful.  The idea of  a such a link page called  `Micro Web’ was 
created by Helge Holzmann.

The swMATH pages of a sofware  try to comprehensively collect the informaton about a 
sofware.
The swMATH pages  are rudimentary Micro Webs for sofware.  
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Usage statistics 
(swMATH) 
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A special feature in swMATH: 
The MMS network collection



   MMS Network and swMATH 
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What  can you do for beter sofware informaton?
 
➢ Please, improve your sofware citatons 

➢ Please, give us informaton about your sofware 
(send an e-mail to: contact@swmath.org)

mailto:contact@swmath.org


These documents are intended for presentation purposes only. 
Copyright lies with FIZ Karlsruhe.
Any distribution or use of these documents or part thereof is
subject to FIZ Karlsruhe's express approval. 

© FIZ Karlsruhe – Leibniz-Institut für Informationsinfrastruktur GmbH
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Contact

THANKS!

contact@swmath.org

swmath.org
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